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Holocene shifts in the assembly of plant and animal
communities implicate human impacts
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Understanding how ecological communities are organized and
how they change through time is critical to predicting the effects
of climate change1. Recent work documenting the co-occurrence
structure of modern communities found that most significant
species pairs co-occur less frequently than would be expected
by chance2,3. However, little is known about how co-occurrence
structure changes through time. Here we evaluate changes in
plant and animal community organization over geological time
by quantifying the co-occurrence structure of 359,896 unique
taxon pairs in 80 assemblages spanning the past 300 million years.
Co-occurrences of most taxon pairs were statistically random,
but a significant fraction were spatially aggregated or segregated.
Aggregated pairs dominated from the Carboniferous period
(307 million years ago) to the early Holocene epoch (11,700 years
before present), when there was a pronounced shift to more
segregated pairs, a trend that continues in modern assemblages.
The shift began during the Holocene and coincided with increasing
human population size4,5 and the spread of agriculture in North
America6,7. Before the shift, an average of 64% of significant pairs
were aggregated; after the shift, the average dropped to 37%.
The organization of modern and late Holocene plant and animal
assemblages differs fundamentally from that of assemblages over
the past 300 million years that predate the large-scale impacts of
humans. Our results suggest that the rules governing the assembly
of communities have recently been changed by human activity.
How are plant and animal communities organized, and does their
structure change through time? This question has dominated many
decades of research on community assembly rules and is critical
to charting the future of biodiversity1. Whereas most studies have
described overall community structure with simple indices such as
species richness8 and average co-occurrence3, some analyses categorize individual species pairs in assemblages as random, aggregated, or
segregated2,9. Segregated species pairs may be generated by processes
such as negative species interactions, distinct habitat preferences, and
dispersal limitation. Aggregated species pairs may be generated by
processes such as positive species interactions, shared habitat preferences, and concordant dispersal2. Recent meta-analyses document an

excess of segregated species pairs in modern communities: most significant species pairs co-occur less frequently than would be expected
by chance2,10. The relative dominance of segregated versus aggregated
species pairs suggests an important role for biotic interactions such as
competition and predation, habitat selectivity, and dispersal limitation
in structuring modern communities.
Do the patterns of species segregation that characterize modern
assemblages also hold in the fossil record, or is the present different?
If there was a change, when did the modern condition arise? There are
many examples from the fossil record of times of major reorganization
in ecological communities, such as a shift in the complexity of marine
invertebrate communities after the end-Permian mass extinction11.
But even during the lengthy periods between mass extinctions, the
nature of species interactions may change. For example, the diversity and intensity of insect herbivory increased during a warming
trend from the Late Palaeocene to the Eocene12. Moreover, many late
Pleistocene plant and animal assemblages that contain some extant
species have no modern analogues13,14. Such results hint that general
patterns of species associations observed in contemporary assemblages
could have been quite different in the past.
Here we ask whether non-random species associations of plant and
mammal assemblages over the past 300 million years (Myr) are dominated by segregated or aggregated species pairs. This novel analysis is
designed to compare statistical patterns of taxon associations for fossil
and modern data using a consistent set of methodologies. We analysed
80 well-sampled fossil and recent assemblages: 38 for mammals and
42 for plants (see Supplementary Information, Extended Data Fig. 1
and Extended Data Table 1). Each data set contained information on
taxon presence and absence across multiple localities in a particular
time period (Extended Data Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 1). Ages
of plant data sets range from 307 million years ago (Ma) to the present
and are from North America and Africa. Mammal data sets range in
age from 21.4 Ma to the present and are from North America, Eurasia,
and Africa. We compared each data set to a ‘null’ assemblage generated by randomization, scored each taxon pair as random, aggregated, or segregated, and used an empirical Bayes approach to control
for the rate of false positive discoveries15; see Methods). Finally we
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Figure 1 | Proportion of aggregated pairs over the past 300 Myr.
Weighted Loess curve with shaded 95% confidence intervals illustrates
reduction in the proportion of aggregated species pairs in the Holocene
(log scale). Dotted vertical line at 5,998 years delineates the linear model
breakpoint in the trend (Methods and Extended Data Fig. 2). Non-random
species pairs of ‘Fossil’ data (blue density profile) are predominantly
aggregated, whereas ‘Modern’ data (red density profile) are predominantly
segregated. Colours indicate continent: North America (green), Eurasia
(purple), Australia (dark grey), South America (dark blue), Africa

(orange). Point shapes indicate type of data: pollen (square), mammals
(triangle), macroplants (circle). Data on terrestrial communities from
ref. 2 are diamonds. All fossil and modern data are from mainland sites;
no island sites were included. Time values of modern data points were
assigned a single age (see Supplementary Information data sets), but are
jittered for visual representation. P–T, Permo–Triassic transition; K–Pg,
Cretaceous–Palaeogene transition; PETM, Palaeocene–Eocene thermal
maximum.

synthesized our results with those from a meta-analysis of 39 modern
communities that used the same methodology2,10.
For all fossil data sets, most taxon pairs were random (87–100%
of possible pairs; Extended Data Table 1), which is also typical for
modern assemblages2. This result reflects the statistically conservative
nature of the tests used to identify significantly associated pairs, and
the fact that most taxon pairs in a diverse, well-sampled assemblage
interact weakly, or not at all. In 62 of 80 assemblages analysed here, a
subset of taxon pairs showed significant associations that are stronger
than can be explained by the null model, even after controlling for the
false discovery rate (Fig. 1). Unlike modern mainland assemblages,
most significant associations in the fossil record are aggregated, positive associations (Fig. 1). This pattern is consistent across the past
300 Myr for the diverse fossil assemblages in this study, which encompass mammals, plant macrofossils, and pollen from multiple continents and time slices.
However, beginning in the Holocene, there was a significant temporal trend towards a greater proportion of segregated species pairs,
which is consistent with the results for modern assemblages. A breakpoint analysis indicates that the shift began approximately 6,000 years
ago (Extended Data Fig. 2). Confidence intervals of the breakpoint
are large owing to a lack of appropriate data sets between 20,000 and
1 million years ago. Therefore, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact time
of the shift, but a closer examination of the data suggests that placing
it within the Holocene is reasonable. Before the breakpoint, on average
64% of significant pairs were aggregated (median = 73%). After the
breakpoint, the average dropped to 37% (median = 42%). This trend
is not driven by the modern data and persists when only fossil data are
analysed (Extended Data Fig. 3).
Why are species associations so different in fossil versus modern
assemblages? We first tested and eliminated five potential ‘artefact’
hypotheses that are related to sampling issues (see Methods for
details). (1) Collection modes were discounted because they were
heterogeneous both for the modern and for fossil assemblages, and
because the decrease in aggregated pairs was strong in fossil pollen

and mammal assemblages that spanned the shift. Moreover, sampling
methodology was consistent within an assemblage type across periods
that encompass the change (Extended Data Fig. 4). (2) Scale was
discounted because there was no relationship between the spatial or
temporal extent and grain of each data set and the percentage of aggregated pairs (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 5). (3) Taphonomic bias was
discounted because the null model algorithm preserved the marginal
totals of the data matrix in each randomized assemblage, controlling
for simple taphonomic biases that could generate heterogeneity in the
number of species per site or the number of occupied sites per species.
(4) Taxonomic resolution was discounted because parallel analyses at
the genus and species levels did not produce systematic changes in the
proportions of aggregated pairs (Extended Data Table 2). (5) Increased
sampling of rare species in modern data sets was discounted because
segregated pairs tend to form in species with intermediate occupancy,
whereas aggregated pairs form both in common and in rare species in
modern and fossil data sets. All of these mechanisms can potentially
affect assemblage structure in fossil and modern data sets. However,
our analyses suggest that these mechanisms cannot account for the
prominent decrease in aggregated species pairs that began during the
Holocene (Fig. 1).
The failure of sampling issues to account for the temporal change in
the percentage of non-randomly associated taxon pairs suggests that a
mechanistic explanation is required. We consider two hypotheses that
invoke a systematic change in either abiotic or biotic factors as drivers
of co-occurrence patterns.
One of the most obvious differences between the present interval
and the past 300 Myr of geological history represented by these fossil
assemblages is the increasing variability of climate towards the present, associated with the glacial–interglacial cycles of the Quaternary
period16. This is not to say that there were no periods of high climate
variability before the ice ages, but that our data do not regularly sample
times of high climate variability in deep time. If climate variability is
responsible for the shift in the frequency of aggregated species pairs,
there should be a negative relationship between climate variability
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Figure 2 | Relationship between scale and proportion of aggregated
pairs. The proportion of significant pairs that are aggregated does not
depend on the temporal or spatial scale of data. Each point represents a
single data set. a, b, Aggregated pairs versus spatial extent (longest linear
distance between any two sites in a data set; a) or spatial grain (estimated
radius of collection area that fossil specimens would have been transported

to the depositional environment in a typical locality; b). c, d, Proportion
of aggregated pairs versus temporal extent (duration from the oldest to
youngest locality in a data set; c) or temporal grain (typical amount of
time-averaging of localities in a data set; d). Colours and shapes as in Fig. 1.
Note the logarithmic scale of the x axes. Modern data from ref. 2 are
excluded from this analysis.

and the percentage of aggregations. We quantified climate variability
within the temporal extent of each data set for the past 65 Myr, using
climate data from ice17 and deep sea16 cores that were standardized
to a common scale (Methods). We found no relationship between
the proportion of aggregated pairs and the standard deviation of
climate within the sampled time slice (Extended Data Figs 6 and 7),
or the standard deviation of the first differences of climate within the
sampled time slice (Fig. 3a). Collectively, these results suggest that
the increasing variability in climate in the Quaternary cannot explain
the decreased frequency of aggregation.
An alternative explanation is that the mid- to late Holocene is
unusual in the evolutionary history of terrestrial ecosystems, and that
biotic drivers (as opposed to climate) now are different from what they
have typically been over the past 300 Myr. First, we asked whether there
was a significant shift in the proportions of aggregated versus segregated pairs across critical geological intervals that spanned periods of
mass extinctions or major climatic change during the past 300 Myr
(Extended Data Table 3 and Extended Data Fig. 4). We found a significant decrease in the percentage of positive associations only in data sets
that spanned the Pleistocene–Holocene transition (11,700 years ago).
With the exception of large-bodied mammals in North America and
Africa (Extended Data Fig. 4b), aggregated species pairs decreased in
all data sets through the Pleistocene–Holocene transition. In contrast,
there was no significant change in the percentage of aggregations across
the three other critical intervals that were encompassed by these data:
the Permo–Triassic transition (252 Ma), the Cretaceous–Palaeogene
transition (66 Ma), and the Palaeocene–Eocene thermal maximum
(56 Ma). These intervals include the Cretaceous–Palaeogene mass
extinction, responsible for the loss of the non-avian dinosaurs18, and the
Permo–Triassic extinction, the largest mass extinction ever recorded18.
Even the Palaeocene–Eocene thermal maximum, a period of major climatic change in which global temperatures increased ~5–8 °C in a few
millennia19, did not coincide with a change in the relative proportions
of aggregated versus segregated pairs.

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact mechanism responsible for the
uniqueness of the present time interval. However, our analyses provide
some clues about possible cause. Data that encompass the shift towards
the modern pattern are almost exclusively North American (Fig. 1
and Extended Data Fig. 4). The statistical confidence interval bracketing the breakpoint at 6,000 years ago encompasses the beginning
of agriculture in North America around 8,000 years ago6 and the
increase in human populations during the Holocene4,5. The trend
towards greater segregations in North American pollen (Fig. 1 and
Extended Data Fig. 4), with particularly strong shifts occurring in
the past 2,000 years20, is also consistent with the history of agriculture in North America. Cultivation of multiple species of domesticated plants began approximately 3,800 years ago6,7, with evidence for
more general dependency on agriculture in North America beginning
1,300 years ago6,7. Estimates of global land area under cultivation
increase rapidly starting 6,000 years ago and are as high as 4 × 108
hectares (1 hectare =  104 m2) by 2,000 years ago4,5.
Possible drivers by which increasing human impacts led to an
increase in segregated pairs include (1) increases in hunting and
domestication of particular species21,22, (2) changes in land use4,5,
(3) increases in the frequency of fire4, (4) increases in habitat fragmen
tation and dispersal barriers23,24, and (5) deliberate and accidental
spread of species beyond their native geographical ranges25–27. We
note that modern island assemblages (which we excluded from our
comparisons with fossil assemblages) are more segregated than modern mainland assemblages (Fig. 3b), which is consistent with the
hypothesis that habitat fragmentation and dispersal limitation have
increased segregated pairs. Possibly all of the processes listed play
a role. Although their combined effects on taxon pairs are difficult
to predict, the relative importance of factors structuring species cooccurrence appears to have changed through the Holocene. Future
work comparing the co-occurrence structure of fossil and modern
communities should allow us to better understand how this alteration will play out in the future. Regardless of the precise mechanisms,
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Figure 3 | Tests of possible mechanisms for decreasing spatial aggregation
through time. a, Climate variability within the temporal extents of the
fossil data sets is uncorrelated with the proportion of aggregated species
pairs. Climate variability is measured as the standard deviation of the first
differences in climate across the interval (see also Extended Data Fig. 6).
b, Box plots show the proportion of aggregated species pairs for fossil data,
modern islands and modern mainland assemblages. Dashed lines indicate
maximum and minimum values, circles are outliers. Island assemblages,
with more limited capacity for dispersal, have the smallest and least variable
fraction of aggregated pairs. Mainland fossil assemblages are significantly
more aggregated than mainland modern assemblages. Note, these island
data were excluded from other analyses.

19.

humans appear to be agents of disturbance on a large scale and have
been so for longer than is often recognized.
Our results suggest that assemblage co-occurrence patterns
remained relatively consistent for 300 Myr but have changed over
the Holocene as the impact of humans has dramatically increased.
Across shallower time intervals, other studies have documented that
local and regional species composition has changed substantially over
recent decades28,29 and millennia30. The rules governing community
assembly, at least as implicated by co-occurrence patterns, seem to
have changed during the Holocene and continue to change with the
increasing influence of human activity. The co-occurrence structure
of modern and recent plant and animal assemblages thus appears to
be unique in the evolutionary history of terrestrial ecosystems, an
important perspective for assessing challenges to these ecosystems in
the face of present and future human impacts.
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Methods

No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
Detection of non-random species pairs. The data for each analysis consist of a
binary presence–absence matrix in which each row is a taxon and each column is
a sample. The entries represent the presence (1) or absence (0) of a particular taxon
in a particular sample. Within this matrix, each of the S(S − 1)/2 unique species
pairs is tested and classified as random, aggregated, or segregated. The tests were
performed with the PAIRS version 1.0 software application15,31. The methodology
is described fully in ref. 2 and is briefly described here.
The analysis begins by calculating a scaled C score32: Cij = (Ri – D)(Rj – D)/RiRj,
where Cij is the C score for species pair i and j, Ri is the row total (the number of
species occurrences) for species i, Rj is the row total for species j, and D is the
number of shared sites in which both species are present. For each species pair,
this index ranges from 0.0 (aggregation: maximal co-occurrence of both species)
to 1.0 (segregation: minimal co-occurrence of both species). PAIRS calculates the
C score for each pair of species and assigns it to a histogram bin. There are 20 bins
that range from 0 to 1 in 0.05 intervals, plus a bin for 0.0 (perfectly aggregated pairs)
and a bin for 1.0 (perfectly segregated pairs).
We next estimate the P value associated with each species pair by a randomization test. The data matrix is first randomized by reshuffling all matrix elements,
with the restriction that the row and column sums of the original matrix are preserved. This ‘fixed-fixed’ algorithm has been subject to extensive benchmark testing with artificial random and structured matrices2,33,34. Compared with a variety
of other null model algorithms, the fixed-fixed algorithm most effectively screens
against type I errors (incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis for a random matrix),
but is somewhat conservative33.
An alternative algorithm ‘fixed-equiprobable’ retains row sums (species occurrence frequencies), but allows column totals (species richness per site) to vary
freely. The fixed-equiprobable algorithm also has good statistical properties, and is
appropriate for modern data sets in which sampling effort has been standardized,
such as quadrat samples of fixed area. However, this algorithm is not appropriate
for fossil data because the number of species detected per site in fossil assemblages
is determined primarily by sampling effort of the collector and by site-specific
taphonomic biases in preservation.
For these reasons, we have used only the fixed-fixed model, both for the analysis
of fossil assemblages and for comparison with modern assemblages. Details of the
randomization are discussed further in refs 2, 35. Using 1,000 randomizations,
we create a simple P value (two-tailed test) for each species pair, which leads to a
classification of each species pair as aggregated, random, or segregated.
However, with a total of S(S − 1 )/2 unique pairs in a matrix of S species, retaining
all of the significant pairs (P < 0.05) would generate a potentially large number
of false positive results. This problem has frequently arisen in the analysis of
micro-arrays, genomic surveys, and other examples of ‘big data’36. The PAIRS
analysis relies on an empirical Bayes approach by creating a histogram of C score
values based on the pairs generated in each null assemblage. To screen out false
positives, we calculated the average number of species pairs in each bin of the
histogram. Next, we determined the observed number of pairs from the empirical assemblage in each bin, ordered by their P values from the simulation. We
retained only those pairs that were above the mean number for each bin and were
statistically significant on the basis of the simple P value criterion. This double
screen effectively eliminates many of the false-positives that can arise in random
data sets2.
Weighted Loess regression. A Loess smoothing line was created with the
stat_smooth function in the R package ggplot2 version 1.0.0 (ref. 37) using default
parameters. For Loess fitting, the fit at point x is made using points in the neighbourhood of x (closest 75% of total points), with tricubic weighting (proportional
to (1 − (distance/maximum distance)3)3). Points were additionally weighted by
the number of sites in each matrix and 95% confidence intervals were generated
using a t-based approximation.
Analysis of climate variability. To examine the how climate variability impacts
the percentage of aggregated species pairs, we used climate proxy data from ice17
and deep sea cores16, which collectively encompass the past 65 Myr of the assembled data sets. The European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) data
were used preferentially when there was temporal overlap between proxy data sets.
Climate data were mean centred and standardized before pooling into a single
data time series. We then sampled the climate data across the ‘temporal extents’
(Extended Data Table 1) of the individual Evolution of Terrestrial Ecosystems
Program (ETE) data sets to test if there were relationships between the percentage
of aggregated species pairs and climate variability. Climate variability was calculated in two ways: (1) as the standard deviation of climate within the temporal
extent of each data set and (2) as the standard deviation of the first differences
(changes in climate from available time-step to time-step within the temporal
extent of a data set) of climate. We used standard deviation because it helps address

issues with changes in data density over time. Estimated rates of change are
sensitive to the time span over which they are measured and more closely spaced
data would shift apparent rates of change. Approaches using standard deviation
are less sensitive to this issue. We also compared climate variability with age (years
before present) of ETE data sets to test for Phanerozoic-scale trends in climate
variability sampled by ETE data sets.
Breakpoint analysis. We used a maximum likelihood approach, available in the
R package ‘segmented’ version 1.1, to estimate the breakpoint time at which the
sharper decline in aggregated species pairs began. This analysis used an initial
linear model of the proportion of aggregated pairs as a function of community
age (log10 of years before present) to generate a best-fitting number of breakpoints,
with separate regression lines fit to each segment. A bootstrap of 1,000 replicates
was used to estimate uncertainty in the model parameters (including uncertainty
in the time of the breakpoint).
Tests of artefacts. Collection modes. We thought that differences in the way fossil
and modern data are collected might be responsible for the observed difference in
the relative proportions of aggregated versus segregated species pairs in modern
communities2,10 and fossil communities. There are two reasons why collection
modes are not likely to be responsible for this difference. First, fossil collections
are heterogenous by nature. Different collecting methods are used for different
taxonomic groups (for example, bulk sampling, surface sampling, cores). Moreover,
even within a taxonomic group, the type of depositional environment imposes
different kinds of bias (for example, cave sites versus open pits for Pleistocene
mammals). Second, we see a switch from species pairs that are dominated by
aggregations to those dominated by segregations in our data sets that span the
Pleistocene–Holocene transition (Extended Data Fig. 4 and Extended Data
Table 1). In particular, mammal assemblages show a switch from >50% aggregations in the Pleistocene to <50% aggregations in the Holocene. The data encompassing this switch are all fossil localities and there are similar biases in both time
slices. Although there is variation in the pollen assemblages, a weighted regression that takes into account the sampling in each time slice shows a significant
decrease through time (P =  0.04, R2 = 0.15). This trend of increasing percentage
of segregated pairs begins approximately 14,000 years ago and continues across
the Holocene with the switch occurring in the final 1,000 year time slice20. The fact
that these data were all collected using the same sampling techniques suggests that
sampling cannot account for this pattern.
Issues of scale. It is generally assumed that fossil data are biased. Although the
type of bias is not the same for all taxonomic groups, most fossil assemblages
contain some degree of temporal or spatial averaging38. That is, they represent
accumulations of species that can occur over hundreds or thousands of years and
may mix species that did not exist at the locality at the same time39. The fossil data
sets in this analysis include assemblages that range from no time-averaging (for
example, fossil leaves preserved in volcanic event beds) to those that are timeaveraged over thousands or hundreds of thousands of years (for example, some
mammal assemblages). In addition, some data sets could not be resolved to time
bins of less than a million years. Spatial averaging is less of an issue in these data
sets, but individual samples are drawn from areas with diameters ranging from a
few metres to more than 300 km (Supplementary Table 1).
If issues of scale are contributing to the pattern found here, there should be a
relationship between the proportion of significant pairs that are aggregated and
the spatial or temporal scale of the data. We evaluated this by estimating the spatial
or temporal grain and extent of each data set included in the analyses (Extended
Data Table 1) and determining if there was a significant relationship with the percentage of aggregations. The spatial grain is the estimated radius of collection
area over which fossil specimens would have been transported to the depositional
environment in a typical locality. The temporal grain is the typical amount of
time-averaging of localities in a data set. Spatial extent is the longest linear distance
between any two sites in a data set and temporal extent is the duration from the
oldest to youngest locality in a data set.
We found no relationship between the scale of the data sets and the proportion
of significant pairs that were aggregated versus segregated (Fig. 2 and Extended
Data Fig. 5). Regression analyses were not significant and explained very little of
the variation in the data (Extended Data Fig. 6). The pattern of segregated versus
aggregated pairs was not different in fossil versus modern assemblages because of
biases related to the scale of fossil data.
Taphonomic bias. How can taphonomy and palaeoenvironment affect species
frequencies (richness) and spatial representation? The fossil record contains buried
assemblages of species that were derived from living communities at different
times in the past. Species representation (presence or absence) in individual fossil
assemblages is a critical attribute of our data sets, therefore we need to consider
how this variable might be biased relative to original associations of species in
communities. Taphonomic processes operate during the transition of dead remains
into preserved samples and thus control the biological information that passes
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from the living community into the fossil record39. These processes act as filters
that can alter species representation in fossil samples in a variety of ways: (1) selective preservation of organisms with particular body compositions and sizes, for
example organisms with and without mineralized skeletons, larger versus smaller
individuals; (2) variable preservation of organisms depending on their population abundance, spatial distribution and life habits, for example aquatic versus
terrestrial; (3) post-mortem or depositional mixing of species that did not live
together (time-averaging), or separation of species that did (selective transport
or destruction). Additionally, some types of environment are better represented
in the depositional record than others, such as wetlands versus dry land surfaces.
All of these add up to potential biases that could affect biological signals and the
proportions of random versus significant species pairs, or the proportions of segregated versus aggregated pairs, in our analyses.
However, the particular null model algorithm used effectively controls for major
sources of taphonomic bias in the data set. This ‘fixed-fixed’ algorithm33 creates
null assemblages that have the same species richness per sample, and the same
number of occurrences per species, as the original data. Thus, if there are preservation biases that generate heterogeneity in the total number of fossil species per
sample, or biases in the number of specimens per species, these are effectively
controlled for in the analysis. Significant patterns of species aggregation are those
measured beyond the effects of sampling heterogeneity in the occurrences of species or the number of species per sample. Similar sampling effects are controlled
for in the modern data, which can also exhibit variation in the commonness or
rarity of species and in the number of species per sample.
Taxonomic resolution of the data. Fossils are not always resolvable to the
species level and are frequently analysed at the genus level. This may have the
effect of increasing geographical ranges and overlap between taxa, and may
contribute to the dominance of aggregated pairs found in this study. To test
whether this was the case, we analysed 18 of the data sets at the species and
genus level (16 mammal and 2 plant data sets). If taxonomic resolution is driving
the pattern, we expect to see an increase in the proportion of aggregated pairs
when species are lumped into genera. We found that six of the data sets showed
the expected increase. However, nine showed a decrease and three showed no
change (Extended Data Table 2). Interestingly, one of the modern data sets on
small mammals from the Great Basin had genetic information that indicated
that some were cryptic species. When the analysis was re-run with the cryptic species identified, there was an increase in the proportion of significantly
aggregated pairs (from 50% to 61%). This is in the opposite direction that we
would expect if lumping species into genera artificially increased aggregated
pairs. Taken together, these results suggest that the differences between species
associations over the past 300 Myr and the present are not driven by the taxonomic resolution of fossil data.

Sampling of abundant and rare species in fossil and modern data. The results of
null model analyses of abundance versus presence–absence data are compared in
ref. 10. The two kinds of analysis give qualitatively comparable results, although the
abundance analyses are somewhat more powerful in detecting non-randomness.
It is generally assumed that fossil deposits miss the rarest species in a community because preservation potential increases with abundance; more individuals
means more opportunities for fossilization events. If rare species are more likely to
form segregated pairs, we would expect to see more segregations in modern data
sets because they should sample more of the rare species than comparable fossil
data sets. Within fossil data sets, we would expect to see more segregated pairs in
data sets with better sampling and more rare species. We evaluated this using a data
visualization technique. We present the results of our analyses as a series of pairwise
species by species matrices and order species by occupancy (see Supplementary
Information: data sets). Occupancy decreases as one moves to the right on the
x axis and up on the y axis. Species with the highest occupancy are close to the
origin. The pairwise associations are colour-coded: grey for random pairs, blue for
aggregated pairs, and red for segregated pairs. If increasing sampling of rare species
is responsible for the pattern we document, then we would expect to see a preponderance of red, segregated pairs in the upper, right-hand corner of the species by
species matrices. In particular, this should show up in data sets with better sampling
and those that encompass the shift from more aggregated to more segregated pairs
(for example, Pleistocene–Holocene mammals and pollen, modern mammals in
Kenya, and modern plants in Wisconsin). This is not the pattern that we see. In fact,
we find that segregated pairs tend to form with species of intermediate occupancy
and that aggregated pairs form both with common species and with rare species.
Differences in the sampling of rare species between fossil and modern data sets
cannot account for the shift in species associations over time.
31. Ulrich, W. Pairs – a FORTRAN program for studying pair-wise species associations
in ecological matrices. http://www.keib.umk.pl/pairs/?lang=en, (2010).
32. Stone, L. & Roberts, A. The checkerboard score and species distributions.
Oecologia 85, 74–79 (1990).
33. Gotelli, N. J. Null model analysis of species co-occurrence patterns. Ecology 81,
2606–2621 (2000).
34. Ulrich, W. & Gotelli, N. J. Null model analysis of species nestedness patterns.
Ecology 88, 1824–1831 (2007).
35. Gotelli, N. J. & Ulrich, W. Statistical challenges in null model analysis. Oikos
121, 171–180 (2012).
36. Efron, B. Bayesians, frequentists, and scientists. J. Am. Stat. Assoc. 100, 1–5
(2005).
37. Wickham, H. ggplot2: Elegant Graphics for Data Analysis (Springer, 2009).
38. Kidwell, S. M. & Holland, S. M. The quality of the fossil record: implications for
evolutionary analyses. Annu. Rev. Ecol. Syst. 33, 561–588 (2002).
39. Behrensmeyer, A. K., Kidwell, S. M. & Gastaldo, R. A. Taphonomy and
paleobiology. Paleobiology 26, 103–147 (2000).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Map showing distribution of fossil data sets.
Polygons enclose the localities for each fossil data set included in our
analyses. Mammals are in blue, plants are in green. Dark colours represent
data sets that are older. This map was created using ArcGIS software by
Esri and can be found at http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=

c61ad8ab017d49e1a82f580ee1298931. ArcGIS and ArcMap are the
intellectual property of Esri and are used herein under license. Copyright
© Esri. All rights reserved. For more information about Esri software,
please visit http://www.esri.com.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Breakpoint analysis of the composite data.
The analysis was performed on all data including the islands (see Fig. 3
main text), showing the mean estimate (red point; 103.778 years) and 95%
confidence interval (error bar at base of plot; 101.606, 105.951 years) of the
initiation of reduced percentage of aggregated species pairs, as well as

the mean and confidence intervals around the change in slope of the two
resulting linear models. The breakpoint analysis was run using all the
data resolved to the best possible dates to allow for the greatest amount of
power in detecting where the switch occurred. However, the results were
similar when island data were excluded.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Weighted Loess curve with and without
modern data. Loess curve weighted by number of sites with shaded
95% confidence intervals illustrates the reduction in the proportion of
aggregated species pairs towards the present. Data are analysed with (black
line and shading) and without (red line and shading) the modern data.
Colours indicate continent: North America (green), Eurasia (purple),

Australia (dark grey), South America (dark blue), Africa (orange).
Point shapes indicate type of data: pollen (square), mammals (triangle),
macroplants (circle). Data on terrestrial communities from ref. 2 are
diamonds. Only mainland assemblages were included in the calculation
for the weighted Loess curve and the density plots here and in Fig. 1.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Results of PAIRS analyses of two Pleistocene–
Holocene fossil data sets. a, Mammal data for three periods: late
Pleistocene (40,000–10,000 years ago), Holocene (10,000–500 years ago),
and modern (present, literature survey data). Note the switch from >50%
aggregated pairs to <50% aggregated pairs occurs in the Pleistocene versus
Holocene data sets. b, Results for large and small mammals separately.
There is a significant difference (P < 0.001) between the Holocene and the
Pleistocene for all mammals (blue bars) and for large mammals (purple
bars) only (P = 0.015). However, the direction of the shift was different.
For all mammals, there were fewer positive associations in the Holocene,
whereas, for large mammals only, there were more positive associations in
the Holocene. c, North American pollen data from the past 21,000 years

(modified from ref. 20). Data are from cores resolved into 1,000-year time
slices. The size of the circle is related to the number of sites in the data set.
The point at 0 represents a period from the present to 1,000 years ago, but
is sampled from the top of the pollen cores using the same methodology
as the older time slices. Note the trend of decreasing percentage of
aggregations towards the present, especially in times with the largest
numbers of sites (after 14,000 years). A weighted regression that takes into
account the number of sites in each time slice is significant (dashed green
line; P =  0.04, adjusted R2 = 0.15). The final time slice at 0 records a shift
from a dominance of aggregated pairs to a dominance of segregated pairs.
The sampling methods and data structure are the same for all time slices.
Grey dashed line is at 50% in each panel.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Relationship between the proportion of
aggregated pairs and scale. The proportion of significant pairs that are
aggregated is not the result of temporal or spatial scale of data. Arcsine
transformation of the proportion of significant pairs that are aggregated

plotted as a function of spatial (a, b) or temporal (c, d) grain (b, d) or
extent (a, c). Linear regressions are non-significant and adjusted R2 values
are extremely low.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Climate variability measured during the
temporal extents of the fossil data sets. Proportion of significant pairs
that are aggregated shows no relationship with climate variability within
a time interval. a, b, Climate variability was quantified as the standard
deviation of all climate proxy data for that time interval (a), or the
standard deviation of the first differences in climate across the interval (b).
c, d, Climate variability (standard deviation of first differences) and

age of data sets show no relationship (c), suggesting no trend in climate
variability sampled by the fossil data sets across the Phanerozoic. There
is a significant, but weak, positive relationship (d, dashed line) between
climate variability and decreasing age of the data sets when the linear
model is weighted by sample size of climate proxy data enveloped by the
temporal window of the fossil data sets (P =  0.007, adjusted R2 =  0.0998).
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Relationship between proportion of
aggregated pairs and fixed-width time intervals. High-amplitude
Pleistocene climate variability oscillating between glacial and interglacial
cycles may have imposed its own novel pressures on floral and faunal
communities. Furthermore, ecological impacts may lag behind climate
episodes themselves, complicating efforts to quantify climatic links to
changes in the proportion of aggregated species pairs over time. Thus,
limiting our measure of climate variability to the temporal span of the data

sets themselves may potentially not account for important (and possibly
ecologically significant) climatic variability from the previous millennia.
To incorporate this possibility, we re-analysed the relationship between
the proportion of aggregated species pairs and climate variability of each
data set, but included climate across the preceding 100,000 years, 10,000
years (not shown), and 1,000 years (not shown). As in the more restrictive
analysis (Fig. 3a), there is consistently no relationship between climate
variability and the proportion of aggregated species pairs.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Raw data for Fig. 1

Numbers of aggregated versus segregated pairs and spatial and temporal scale of the ETE data sets included in this analysis. M, mammals; Pl, macroplants; Po, pollen. AF, Africa; EA, Eurasia; NA,
North America. #Rand, the number of taxon pairs that were not significantly different from random. #Agg, the number of significant taxon pairs that were aggregated. #Seg, the number of significant
taxon pairs that were segregated. #Spp, the number of species in the data set. #Sites, the number of sites in the data set. Age (yr) is the midpoint age of the data set. Temp Grain (yr), temporal grain in
years or the average amount of time encompassed by a site in the data set. Temp Extent (yr), the maximum amount of time encompassed by a data set. Spat Grain (km), the average distance from a
site that fossils were transported. Spat Extent (km), the maximum linear distance encompassed by the data set.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Effect of taxonomic resolution

Change in the proportion of significant pairs when data sets are analysed at the species and genus levels. If lower taxonomic resolution of fossil data sets is driving the pattern of increased aggregations
in the fossil data, we would expect to see increases in the percentage of aggregations when data are analysed at the genus level. Instead, most data sets show a decrease in the percentage of aggregated pairs. Only 6 of the 18 data sets analysed at multiple taxonomic resolutions show the expected increase. Nine show a decrease and three show no change. One data set (Great Basin Rodents
Cryptic) was analysed at the species level and then taxonomically resolved with genetic data to include cryptic species. For that data set only, ‘% aggregations for genera’ corresponds to the data set
with cryptic species lumped and ‘% aggregations for species’ corresponds to the data set with cryptic species resolved.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Proportion of aggregated pairs across critical intervals

Significance of change in positive versus negative associations across critical intervals.
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